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Saffron is a strategic agricultural product which Iran due to appropriate

land and whether conditions with low wages has comparative advantage

in its production. Over the last two decades, the cultivation area and

production of saffron have increased dramatically and thereby have a

crucial role in increasing income of farmers and employment. Although

the Khorasan province is now the biggest producer of saffron as before,

but saffron cultivation has expanded in other provinces (see figures 1

and 2).

Panel data increase the number of observations, variability and degrees

of freedom and at the same time, decrease collinearity among

explanatory variables allowing researcher to get more efficient and

reliable statistical test. In addition, panel data models control for

individual heterogeneity and able to study the dynamics of adjustment.

INTRODUCTION

The Hausman test was performed and it rejects the null hypothesis at the 1%

significance level that the RE estimator is consistent and therefore the within estimator

is preferable (Table below).

Table: Fixed Effects (WITHIN) Regression Results, Unbalanced Panel,1990-2006

______________________________________________________________________

Intercept                         -1.421                                ( -1.02)

lcul(-1)                            0.648                                 (10.46)***

lp[ri(-1)                           0.226                                  (2.03)**

D(1996)                          -0.111                                 (-0.57)

R – sq :   within    = 0.701

between = 0.994

overal = 0.969

F (3 , 103)   =  80.50***

______________________________________________________________________

Note:  t-statistics appear in parentheses.  Significant levels: *** = 1%  , ** = 5 %
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OBJECTIVE and  HYPOTHESIS

This study analyses the factors that the supply response of saffron in Iran

as a major producer of world saffron. Here agricultural commodity supply

response is examined based on cultivation area. According to the results

of the survey, the estimated supply price coefficient is positive at

reasonable significant levels and smaller than unity which indicates

producers respond to price incentives. The estimated coefficient of

lagged supply is positive showing a degree of dynamic adjustment.

Exchange rate liberalization as a policy change is not significant and

correct sign but it needs careful attention. The saffron price is in nominal

terms and there is high collinearity with D(1996) which has strong effect

on the significance and sign of exchange rate liberalization coefficient.

The supply response equation was estimated using a two-way error

component model but the estimated coefficient were not significant. This

shows that the time effect which sometimes is chosen as a proxy for

technology is absent. Empirical facts of saffron cultivation in Iran during

the period of study indicate no technology progress. As a policy

recomendation, the own price of saffron has a crucial role on the supply

but at the same time, export promotion policy and technological progress

may have positive effects on the supply in the future.

DATA and MODEL

• Data

The data set is unbalanced panel using annual data for 16 Iran provinces

over the period 1990-2006.

• Key to notation

cul = cultivation area of saffron (hectare)

pri = price of saffron (Rials)

D(1996) = dummy variable for liberalization of official exchange rate

l = natural logarithm

• Model

Using unbalanced panel data approach, based on theoretical and

framework, four categories of explanatory variables are hypothesized to

determine supply response as follows:

Supply = f {lagged supply, lagged output price, government policies, time

trend}

It must be noted that saffron has not a close substitute, therefore its

nominal price is considered here. The lagged value of price is a proxy for

expected price. The lagged of cultivation area is added based on Nerlove

partial adjustment method of agricultural production. Time trend is also a

proxy for technology.

REFERENCES

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

CONCLUSIONThe main objective of this study is to identify the main economic factors

which affect the supply response of saffron in Iran using panel data

econometrics approach. Estimating saffron supply response, especially

price response, helps us for planning and policy making with the objective

of stimulating the supply.

Two important hypotheses can be considered as bellow:

• Expected output price has a significant positive effect on cultivation of

saffron.

• Liberalization of the official exchange rate in 1996 has positive effect

on the cultivation.
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